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Brighton College

Brighton College is an independent school for boys and girls aged 3 to 18 

years, and today is one of Britain’s leading schools, having been named ‘UK 

Independent School of the Year 2013-14’ at the Independent Schools Awards.

The Development Office at Brighton College was set up in 2010 and works 

with Old Brightonians, parents and friends of the college to raise funds for the 

development of the school’s facilities and for scholarships and bursaries for 

pupils.

Over the last few years, the College has run multiple Capital Campaigns, helping 

fund a new sports pavilion, a new music school and a new teaching building. A 

recent appeal to raise funds for a World War One memorial in honour of the 149 

Old Brightonians who were killed in battle raised over £140,000, mainly through 

Blackbaud Online Express.

Why did you choose Raiser’s Edge NXT™ as 
your fundraising solution?

“We did have another fundraising system in place but, to be honest, it was 

becoming more of a hindrance than a help. We had to run other third-party 

systems alongside it for things like email marketing, online payments and event 

management, which meant we were doubling up on admin. Staff were reluctant 

to use it and we often found ourselves with lots of additional spreadsheets, and 

no real strategic overview of our development programme.

“When I look back to where we were two years ago with our 
old fundraising system, I can’t believe how far we’ve come... 
What we now have in place is far more sophisticated than I 
ever could have imagined.”

—Scott Sheridan,  
Director of Development
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“We looked at other fundraising solutions available, but it was a unanimous 

decision that Raiser’s Edge NXT fitted the bill. It’s very prestigious in the 

fundraising market and not only was it the best fit for our development 

requirements, but we also felt it was the best for the college in terms of my team’s 

professional development and attracting the right staff to work with us.”

You’ve been using Raiser’s Edge NXT for two 
years now. What benefits are you seeing? 
“We’re all seeing fantastic results through using NXT. The Major Prospect 

planning side of things is like nothing we’ve ever had before. I spend a lot of 

my time out of the office meeting with major donor prospects, so to be able to 

update things when I’m on the road is extremely beneficial. I can even reassign 

Actions as and when I need to.

“The Reporting features have saved us a huge amount of time as well. We can 

now run our monthly prospect review meetings straight from NXT and just plug 

a projector in. Before we had to go through all of our spreadsheets, which was 

extremely time consuming.”

Are there any other features that you 
particularly like?
“Our alumni relations team is extremely impressed with the mapping functionality, 

in terms of our alumni engagement. We can now see at a glance, any specific 

“We’re all seeing fantastic 
results through using 
NXT. The Major Prospect 
planning side of things is 
like nothing we’ve ever had 
before.”

—Scott Sheridan,  
Director of Development

areas throughout the world that are lacking in engagement, and can then develop 

a programme around this.

“Email integration has been amazing. We weren’t logging our emails before as the 

process was just too difficult, but now all our relationship emails are being logged 

from Outlook into NXT at the click of a button. This all adds to a much more 

complete picture of our development activities.

“Another feature I should mention that we’re all very impressed with is the 

importing and exporting. A large proportion of our activity is with parents, so it’s 

vital that we regularly update parent information from our school management 

system. This wasn’t an easy task before, but now with NXT it’s really simple and 

takes no time at all.”

“Email integration has been amazing. We weren’t logging our emails before as the process was 
just too difficult, but now all of our relationship emails are being logged from Outlook into NXT 
at the click of a button.”

—Scott Sheridan,  
Director of Development

How have you found working with the staff at Blackbaud?
“It’s great that we have a Customer Success Manager who is just at the end of the phone whenever we need him. Sometimes 

we’re just looking for a bit of advice, that’s not necessarily a support issue. It’s fantastic that we can chat to him and bounce 

ideas off him. He’s always really helpful and can offer advice on how other schools have done things. It makes it a much 

smoother experience.

“When I look back to where we were two years ago with our old fundraising system, I can’t believe how far we’ve come. We 

were struggling to maintain the very basics of records, but what we now have in place is far more sophisticated than I ever 

could have imagined.”
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